
TECPAL 
An extremely strong cardboard pallet

Special  
air freight

Lightweight Recyclable

Clean and  
hygienic

Not subject to ISPM 
15 regulations

Less physically 
demanding

Prevents  
workplace accidents

The TECPAL cardboard pallet is available in standard sizes, but can also be made 
to specific dimensions to suit the client’s requirements. It is available in two product 
ranges : TECPAL Basic and TECPAL Heavy.

CARRY 
solutions

A range of products adapted to 
your requirements and offering an 
alternative to wooden pallets.

- Cardboard pallet

The TECPAL cardboard pallet is the ideal replacement pallet when using 
wooden pallets creates problems, and you want to lessen your impact on 
our environment.

Not only is it very robust, but its light weight will also allow you to make 
savings in air and land transport costs, while reducing your carbon footprint.

The TECPAL cardboard pallet is the ideal pallet for export because it requires 
no treatment and is not subject to the ISPM15 regulations imposed on all 
wooden pallets.
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100% recyclable I Eco-friendly

Not subject to ISPM-15 
regulations

Lightweight : 3-6 Kg 
(Cardboard Pallet) vs 15-25 kg 
(Wooden pallet) I  
Less weight, transport cost 
savings (e.g. air freight) 
products

Hygienic 

Moisture, side impact  
and friction-resistant

Heavy-duty pallet feet made 
of laminated cardboard

Extremely high load capacity 
Suitable for heavy loads

Benefits 
features

> Components
of the pallet
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Options

Format 2 way 4 way Top board 
type

Pallet 
weight (1)

Permissible 
weight (2)

600 x 400 X A et C 1,2 kg 300 kg

400 x 800 X A et C 1,8 kg 400 kg

600 x 800 X X A, B et C 2,6 kg 600 kg

800 x 1200 X X A, B et C 5,4 kg 1200 kg

1000 x 1200 X X A, B et C 5,6 kg 1200 kg

(1) Depends on the type of top board (2) Depends on the type, the size of products, the logistics cycle

Top board type A: Double wall corrugated cardboard

Top board type B: Triple wall corrugated cardboard

Top board type C: Honeycomb Cardboard 

Pallet 800 x 600 2 way top board B Pallet 600 x 400 2 way top board A

Pallet 1000 x 1200 4 way top board C Pallet 1000 x 1200 2 way top board B

TECPAL Pallets are 
available in two class :

TECPAL Base :  
Double wall or triple 
wall top board

TECPAL Heavy : 
Honeycomb top board

 

The kind of top board 
will be determined 
according to your use 
constraints and your 
logistics flow in order 
optimize performance 
cost ratio.

Dimensional specifications

TECPAL cardboard pallets should be selected according to their intended use :

TECPAL Base : for light to medium loads and a simple logistics cycle 
TECPAL Heavy : for medium to heavy loads and complex logistics cycles
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Top board with double-
sided adhesive

Cut-out top board

Specific format

Height of feet  
60 or 100 mm

4-way pallet :  
Flatcor for connection 
between the feet or not

Technical specifications


